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Open Country is bringing back simplistic sophistication and
casual elegance with an exciting range of tourist fashion clothing. 

Designed with timeless style and quality craftsmanship
to suit today’s active lifestyle. 

   
Carefully selected new and innovative materials give the collection
a unique, ageless look combined with ease of wear and pure quality.

All the pieces in this stunning collection blend and 
work together to give you everything you need. 
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MERINO

Merino& More is a luxurious blended
 wool fabric which is gentle and smooth
in texture, light to touch and luxurious
to wear.

Our design team have developed this 
exclusive blend which combines all the 
warmth and quality of pure wool with 
ease of care. Fully machine washable this 
boutique yarn holds it shape giving it a 
lifetime of wear.

The technical properties of this yarn
draw moisture away from your body, 
keeping you warm and dry.



NAVY PUFFA SHOT
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PUFFA

The Open Country Puffa 
best worn chilled.

Made from internally coated 
rip stop shower proof nylon 
and constructed to deliver the 
best in everyday performance 
and travel functionality. 
This unique combination of 
light weight warmth, classic 
style and durability make it 
highly fashionable for all 
outdoor activites.
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POLOS

Open country Polo’s 
are super smart with a 
relaxed  sporty style. 
Our polo is comfortable 
to wear while giving you 
a classic look for any
occasion or activity.
In traditional and fun 
fashion colours to suit 
everyone.



jacket with emblem and red and white polo

JACKET WITH EMBLEM AND IN-

SIDE SLEEVE
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RAIN WEAR

The essential navy Classic Raincoat with 
detachable hood is designed for practical use while 
at the same time giving a stylish look. Generously 
cut to wear over anything, this jacket is a smart 
addition to your travelling wardrobe. Our attention 
to detail makes this garment a perfect everyday 
casual jacket. The waterproof fabric is coated to 
give you full rain and wind protection and natural 
cotton lined sleeves eliminate moisture.



sky tower or yatchs on the habour
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SHIRTS

This timeless 100% cotton classic shirt is a must for 
everyone’s wardrobe. With clean sophisticated lines, it is 
comfortable to wear and practical for any occasion, 
with a defi nite look of style.  The attention to detail on the 
inside of the collar and cuffs gives it a high quality fi nish.



Women’s Size Guide
8 10 12 14 16 18

Bust cm 82 87 92 97 102 107

Waist cm 64 69 74 79 84 89

Hip cm 91 96 101 106 111 116



Men’s Size Guide
S M L XL 2XL

Chest cm 92 97 102 107 112

Neck cm 38 40 42 44 46

Waist cm 77 82 87-92 97-102 107
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